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Stenberg v. Carhart: "Partial-Birth" Abortion Bans and the
Supreme Court's Rejection of the "Methodical" Erasure of the
Right to Abortion
Women in the United States have the basic right to terminate a
pregnancy before the fetus is viable.1 This right does not guarantee
that a woman will have the financial resources to exercise the right or
even that a public or private abortion provider will exist in her state
or a nearby state.2 Furthermore, although the Supreme Court has
affirmed this basic right,3 it has permitted legislators to limit the
exercise of this right as long as no "undue" burden is imposed
Permissible restrictions include, for example, parental consent,
5
mandatory waiting periods,6  and provision of anti-abortion
information.7 Last Term, however, the United States Supreme Court
declared that permissible burdens do not include restrictions that ban
both the common and rare procedures used at a particular stage of
pregnancy or that provide no exceptions for maternal health.8
Stenberg v. Carhart,9 the Supreme Court's recent pronouncement
invalidating Nebraska's "partial-birth" abortion ban,10 has caused a
public uproar typical of any major decision regarding abortion
rights." Although the anti-abortion movement is certainly
1. See Stenberg v. Carhart, 120 S. Ct. 2597, 2604 (2000); Planned Parenthood v.
Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 871 (1992) (plurality opinion).
2. See Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 316 (1980) (holding that even in the case of
public funding for medically necessary abortions for indigent women that "a woman's
freedom of choice [does not carry] with it a constitutional entitlement to the financial
resources to avail herself of' that choice); Alan Guttmacher Institute, Facts in Brief.
Induced Abortion, Feb. 2000, http:lwww.agi-usa.orglpubs/fbinduced-abortion.html
(reporting that in 1996 eighty-six percent of all U.S. counties lacked an abortion provider);
cf. Casey, 505 U.S. at 874 (stating that laws that have "the incidental effect of making it
more difficult or more expensive to procure an abortion" do not violate a woman's right to
abortion).
3. See id. at 871.
4. See id. at 874.
5. See id. at 899-900.
6. See id. at 887.
7. See id. at 882.
8. See Stenberg v. Carhart, 120 S. Ct. 2597,2613,2617 (2000).
9. Id. at 2597.
10. Id. at 2605; see also infra note 44 (describing the two major types of late-term
abortion procedures potentially outlawed by the bans).
11. See, e.g., Mark Curnutte, Court Refuels Abortion Debate; 'Partial-birth' Abortion
Ban Struck Down, 5-4, CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, June 29, 2000, at Al; Stephen Huba,
Court Move, Like Abortion, Polarizes Tri-state Leaders, CINCINNATI POST, June 30, 2000,
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disappointed by the outcome of Stenberg,l2 the close vote (5-4)13 and
Justice O'Connor's suggestions for redrafting the ban to withstand
constitutional attack offer some consolation.14 Furthermore, the
Court adhered to the less rigorous "undue burden" standard set forth
in Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey5 and
did not retreat to the "compelling state interest" test established in
Roe v. Wade. 6 Similarly, pro-choice advocates are experiencing
mixed feelings about the Court's decision in Stenberg. They are
relieved that the ban and others like it have been struck down, but
"shiver[]" at the narrow margin of the challenge's success.'7 While
at 4A, 2000 WL 3378018; Matt Kelley & Jake Thompson, Fractured Court Mirrors Society,
Close Vote Shows Abortion Divisions, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, June 29, 2000, at 1,
2000 WL 4383766.
12. See Edward Walsh & Amy Goldstein, Supreme Court Upholds Two Key Abortion
Rights; "Partial Birth" Ban Struck Down, 5-4; Clinic Protest Restrictions Upheld, 6-3,
WASH. POST, June 29, 2000, at Al (characterizing the reaction of abortion opponents as
"bitter dismay").
13. Justices Stevens, O'Connor, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer voted to strike down
the ban. Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Scalia, Kennedy, and Thomas voted to
uphold the ban. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2604.
14. Id. at 2617-21 (O'Connor, J., concurring); see infra notes 77-80, 109 and
accompanying text (discussing Justice O'Connor's redrafting guidance). These
circumstances suggest that some form of a ban on "partial-birth" abortion eventually
might survive the Court's scrutiny. Cf. Stephen Buttry, No Delay on Plans for Ban, Next
Session Expected to Include Abortion Bill, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, June 29, 2000, at 1,
2000 WL 4383834 (reporting intentions of Nebraska lawmakers to reform their "partial-
birth" abortion act in light of Justice O'Connor's criticism); GOP Abortion Foes Take Cue
from Supreme Court Ruling, ATLANTA J., June 29, 2000, 2000 WL 5464183 [hereinafter
GOP Abortion Foes] (describing plans of anti-abortion Republican lawmakers to edit and
push forward the federal "partial-birth" abortion legislation in the wake of Stenberg);
Alissa J. Rubin, Ruling May Energize Abortion Opponents, L.A. TIMES, June 29, 2000, at
A5 (noting that state legislatures have already begun considering ways to revise their bans
following Stenberg). For an analysis of potential redrafting strategies, see infra notes 109-
36 and accompanying text.
15. 505 U.S. 833, 874 (1992) (plurality opinion).
16. 410 U.S. 113, 162-63 (1973). In Stenberg, neither party advocated for a change in
the standard of scrutiny for abortion regulations. See Brief for Petitioners, Stenberg v.
Carhart, 120 S. Ct. 2597 (2000) (No. 99-830); Brief for Respondents, Stenberg (No. 99-
830). Further, the Court declared that it would not "revisit those legal principles."
Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2604. Yet, even if the main goal of piecemeal abortion restrictions
is to chip away at the right to abortion, by taking a case to the Supreme Court, abortion
opponents must at least hope that in addition to finding a restriction constitutional, the
Court will reconsider and rescind the right to abortion established by Roe and affirmed by
Casey. See infra notes 111, 154-55 and accompanying text (discussing the incrementalist
goals of current anti-abortion legislation such as the "partial-birth" abortion ban).
17. See Sylvia A. Law, Rulings on Abortion and Grandparents' Visitation, NAT'L L.J.,
Aug. 7, 2000, at A26 (reporting the mixed reaction to the Court's decision by the Center
for Reproductive Law and Policy, the organization that spearheaded the challenge in
Stenberg). Law attributes the "shivers" to the dissenting opinion of Justice Kennedy, who
voted with the majority in Casey to uphold the basic right to abortion. Id.; see also Marcia
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pro-choice supporters may have hoped for a wider voting margin or
even a retreat from Casey back to Roe, 8 the lack of further
concessions on abortion rights offers some comfort. In the months
leading up to the Bush-Gore presidential battle, both sides of the
abortion debate pressured the candidates about both their potential
nominations to the Supreme Court and their potential approval or
veto of a federal "partial-birth" abortion ban.19
A woman's right to an abortion was established in 1973 by the
Supreme Court's 7-2 vote in Roe v. Wade.2" The Roe Court made
Coyle, Is 'Roe v. Wade' in Play?, NAT'L L.J., July 10, 2000, at Al (reporting that some
authorities think Justice Kennedy's dissent in Stenberg may indicate that he has become
less sympathetic to abortion rights since his joint plurality opinion in Casey).
18. Although neither party argued for a change in the standard of scrutiny for
abortion regulations, see Brief for Petitioners, Stenberg v. Carhart, 120 S. Ct. 2597 (2000)
(No. 99-830); Brief for Respondents, Stenberg (No. 99-830), with each challenge, pro-
choice supporters may at least hope the Court will return the right to abortion to its
previously fundamental status. Cf. supra note 16 (suggesting the opposing motivations of
abortion opponents).
19. See Charles Lane, Chance for Change Makes High Court a Rallying Point, WASH.
POST, Nov. 5, 2000, at A6; Ginger Adams Otis, It's the Supreme Court, Stupid, VILLAGE
VOICE, Sept. 5, 2000, at 50; Michael M. Uhlmann, An Abortion Fumble: And How Bush
Can Recover, NAT'L. REV., July 31, 2000, at 20, 22; Edward Walsh, In Campaign, High
Court is High on the Agenda; Aging Justices and Close Rulings Energize Partisans on Both
Sides, WASH. POST, July 9, 2000, at A8. Both abortion rights advocates and opponents
believed that Stenberg would substantially influence the election outcome. Robyn
Blumner, Republicans Know That if Roe v. Wade Goes, So Do They, SALT LAKE
TRIBUNE, July 10, 2000, at A9, 2000 WL 3771991; Adam Clymer, Moment in the Sun for
Bush; A Noon Minute for Congress, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 1, 2000, at A15; Law, supra note 17;
Otis, supra. Furthermore, because abortion is such a polarizing issue, both sides of the
issue used Stenberg to influence swing voters. See Blumner, supra; Matt Kelley, Carhart
Rallies Against GOP Abortion Platform, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, July 31, 2000, at 2,
2000 WL 4369721; Otis, supra; Walsh, supra. In the end, to the dismay of pro-choice
advocates, President Bush was elected by a narrow margin. See Charles Babington,
Electors Reassert their Role; Bush Wins Vote; Protests Cost Gore, WASH. POST, Dec. 19,
2000, at Al. Although President Bush claims that he does not seek to have Roe v. Wade
overturned, see David Byrd, Supreme Court, 32 NAT'L. J. 1044, 1044 (2000), he has
expressed support for "partial-birth" abortion legislation and already signed a gag order
prohibiting the use of federal funds for international family planning clinics. See Andrew
Miga & Laurel J. Sweet, Bush Move Sparks Abortion Firestorm, BOSTON HERALD, Jan.
23,2001, at 1, 2001 WL 3791387.
20. 410 U.S. 113, 115 (1973). In Roe, the Court held that the right to terminate a
pregnancy derived from the right to privacy inherent in the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 153. Because the many concerns involved in a woman's
decision to terminate a pregnancy are similar to those involved in decisions about
contraception, family relationships, child rearing and education already found to be
protected by the right to privacy, the Court concluded that the privacy right was "broad
enough to encompass a woman's decision" to have an abortion. See id. at 152-53. Chief
Justice Rehnquist is the only member of the present Court who participated in the Roe
decision; he voted against making abortion regulations subject to more than "rational
basis" review. Id. at 172-73 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
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clear, however, that this right, although fundamental, was not
absolute.2 Under a trimester framework, states could not regulate a
woman's decision to have an abortion during the first trimester, but
could regulate the abortion procedure in ways reasonably related to
maternal health after that point.' Upon fetal viability, 3 states had
the right to regulate or ban abortion to further their interest in
potential life2 4 but were required to make an exception for abortions
necessary to preserve the life or health of the pregnant woman.2
After Roe, legislation designed to limit women's access to
abortion within Roe's trimester framework tested the boundaries of
the Court's holding.26  After many enactments were rendered
21. See id. at 154; see also HYMAN RODMAN ET AL., THE ABORTION QUESTION 103-
04 (1987) (stating that the Court did not recognize an absolute right because it also
recognized rights stemming from a viable fetus's potential for human life). The Court
explained that regulations limiting fundamental rights, such as the right to privacy, must
be justified by a "compelling state interest," succinctly asserted and narrowly tailored in
legislation. Roe, 410 U.S. at 155. Compelling state interests included maintaining health
and medical standards and "protecting potential life." Id. at 154.
22. Roe, 410 U.S. at 163; see also Ian Shapiro, Editor's Introduction to ABORTION:
THE SUPREME COURT DECISIONS 1, 5 (Ian Shapiro ed., 1995) (outlining Roe's "trimester-
based test").
23. The Court defined viability as the point at which a fetus "has the capability of
meaningful life outside the ... womb." Roe, 410 U.S. at 163; see also Phillip G.
Stubblefield, Late Abortion and Technical Advances in Fetal Viability-Some Medical
Considerations, 17 FAM. PLAN. PERSP. 160, 161 (1985) (noting that in previous years, the
threshold for viability was considered to be twenty-eight weeks, but more modern
technology has moved the point of viability up to twenty-three to twenty-four gestational
weeks).
24. Id. at 163-64. For an historical account of the practical aspects considered by the
Justices in developing the Roe trimester framework, see MARK TUSHNET, ABORTION 69-
72 (1996).
25. Roe, 410 U.S. at 163-64. Note that the Court gave no details on what was covered
by the "health of the mother." Id. at 164. This lack of detail or definition figures into
"partial-birth" abortion ban supporters' criticism of Stenberg's requirement of an
exception for the health of the mother. See infra note 61, 117 and accompanying text.
26. See, e.g., Hyde Amendment, Pub. L. No. 94-439, § 209, 90 Stat. 1434, 1434 (1976)
(imposing restrictions on public financing of abortions through Medicaid); Missouri House
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 1211, 77th Mo. Gen. Assembly, 2d Reg. Sess.,
1974 Mo. Laws 809, 810 (requiring parental consent before an unmarried minor could
have an abortion, spousal consent before a married woman could have an abortion, and
written certification by a woman that she consented to the abortion); PA. STAT. ANN. tit.
18, §§ 3205, 3208 (West 2000) (establishing the provision of information about the
development of the fetus, alternatives to abortion, and liability of the father to assist in
supporting a child carried to term twenty-four hours before the procedure as a
prerequisite to a woman's informed consent). Amendments similar to the Hyde
Amendment have been tacked onto federal appropriations bills since 1976, one of the
most recent being enacted in 1997. Act of Nov. 13, 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-78, § 509, 111
Stat. 1516, 1516 (1997). Congress passed a permanent amendment for the first time in the
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1997, limiting the use of federal funds for abortion under the
expanded children's health insurance program. Pub. L. No. 105-33, § 2105, 111 Stat. 552,
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unconstitutional,27 and more conservative Justices were appointed to
the Court,28 the Supreme Court's perspective on abortion regulation
changed as reflected in Planned Parenthood v. Casey.29 While
strongly reaffirming the central holding of Roe-that a woman has
the right to terminate a pregnancy prior to fetal viability3 ---the Court
rejected Roe's trimester framework and held that a state could
regulate abortion to protect maternal health and/or promote potential
life during the entire pre-viability period so long as its laws did not
561 (1997) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1397ee(c)(1) (Supp. IV 1998)).
27. See, e.g., Hodgson v. Minnesota, 497 U.S. 417, 450-58 (1990) (holding dual parent
notification unconstitutional, but upholding a single parent notification requirement when
a judicial bypass procedure was available to the pregnant minor); City of Akron v. Akron
Ctr. for Reprod. Health, 462 U.S. 416, 431-51 (1983) (invalidating a municipal law
requiring hospitalization for abortions, a twenty-four waiting period, and the provision of
anti-abortion information by the attending physician), overruled in part by Planned
Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992) (plurality opinion). But see Webster v. Reprod.
Health Servs., 492 U.S. 490, 507-11 (1989) (ruling that a state could prohibit the use of
public employees or facilities for the performance of elective abortions); Harris v. McRae,
448 U.S. 297, 326 (1980) (upholding the prohibition of federal Medicaid funding of certain
medically necessary abortions pursuant to the Hyde Amendment and rejecting the claim
that states were obligated to provide such coverage in the absence of federal
reimbursement).
Pertinent to an analysis of Stenberg, in which the statute at issue prohibited a
particular method of abortion, only one of the statutes found unconstitutional based on
Roe involved the outright prohibition of abortion or a particular abortion procedure. See
Planned Parenthood v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 78-79 (1976) (holding that prohibition of
the saline amniocentesis procedure after twelve weeks of pregnancy was unconstitutional
because it would prohibit the most commonly used abortion procedure and endanger
maternal health by forcing the use of less safe procedures).
28. Composing the Casey plurality, Justices O'Connor and Kennedy were appointed
by President Reagan and Justice Souter by President Bush. See Members of the Supreme
Court of the United States, at http://www.supremecourtus.govlabout/members.pdf (last
visited Apr. 2, 2001) (on file with the North Carolina Law Review). They replaced
Justices Brennan, Stewart, and Powell, id., all of whom voted with the Roe majority. Roe,
410 U.S. at 114; see also Alan I. Bigel, Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania
v. Casey: Constitutional Principles and Political Turbulence, 18 U. DAYTON L. REV. 733,
733-40 (1993) (discussing the effect that the addition of more conservative Justices had on
Casey's outcome). But cf. Lane, supra note 19 (noting that Justices Souter, Stevens,
O'Connor, and Kennedy, who have all voted to uphold the right to abortion, were
appointed by Republican, anti-abortion presidents).
29. See 505 U.S. at 869-74 (1992) (plurality opinion). Justices O'Connor, Souter, and
Kennedy wrote a joint plurality opinion. See id. at 843-911 (plurality opinion). Justices
Stevens and Blackmun wrote separate opinions, both concurring in part and dissenting in
part, advocating the complete reaffirmance of Roe. See id. at 911-22 (Stevens, J.,
concurring and dissenting); id. at 922-34 (Blackmun, J., concurring and dissenting). Chief
Justice Rehnquist and Justice Scalia wrote separate opinions, similarly concurring in part
and dissenting in part; Justices White and Thomas joined. See id. at 944-79 (Rehnquist, J.,
concurring and dissenting); id. at 979-1002 (Scalia, J., concurring and dissenting).
30. Id. at 846-69 (plurality opinion) (noting the importance of stare decisis in
maintaining the Court's authority).
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place an "undue burden" on a woman's ability to exercise her right to
terminate a pregnancy during that stage.31 Despite the new standard,
the Court firmly stated that a state could not prevent women from
having abortions before viability.32 Consistent with Roe, a state could
still proscribe or limit abortions after viability, as long as an exception
was made for situations in which the pregnant woman's health is
threatened.
33
Following Casey's establishment of the "undue burden" standard
and its relaxation of the Roe trimester framework, abortion
opponents revisited and developed legislation to test these new
limits. 34 "Partial-birth" abortion bans35 entered the national dialogue
31. Id. at 874 (plurality opinion). "An undue burden exists, and therefore a provision
of law is invalid, if its purpose or effect is to place a substantial obstacle in the path of a
woman seeking an abortion before the fetus attains viability." Id. at 878 (plurality
opinion). The laws challenged in Casey involved parental and informed consent, spousal
notification, a twenty-four hour waiting period, and clinic recordkeeping. Id. at 844
(plurality opinion). Of these five, only spousal notification was found to unduly burden a
woman's ability to have an abortion. Id. at 887-98 (plurality opinion).
The rejection of the Roe trimester framework was foreshadowed in Justice
O'Connor's concurring opinion in Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, 492 U.S. 490
(1989), in which she described the framework as "problematic." Id at 529-30 (O'Connor,
J., concurring) (finding that the requirement of fetal viability tests "does not impose an
undue burden on a woman's abortion decision"). For other pre-Casey articulations of the
"undue burden" standard, see Hodgson, 497 U.S. at 458-60 (O'Connor, J., concurring in
part and concurring in the judgment in part); Ohio v. Akron Ctr. for Reprod. Health, 497
U.S. 502, 519-20 (1990) (opinion of Kennedy, J.) (stating that a parental notification
statute "does not impose an undue, or otherwise unconstitutional, burden on a minor
seeking an abortion"); City of Akron, 462 U.S. at 462 (O'Connor, J., dissenting) (stating
that a restriction that does not unduly burden a woman's ability to obtain an abortion
should be subject to rational basis review); overruled in part by Casey, 505 U.S. at 833
(plurality opinion).
32. Casey, 505 U.S. at 879 (plurality opinion).
33. Id. (plurality opinion); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 164-65 (1973).
34. See, e.g., Okpalobi v. Foster, 190 F.3d 337, 354-62 (5th Cir. 1999) (holding that a
1997 law providing for a tort action by a woman against her abortionist for damage
sustained during the procedure despite compliance with informed consent requirements
constituted an undue burden because it would result in physicians ceasing to provide
abortions), rehearing granted, 201 F.3d 353 (5th Cir. 2000); Planned Parenthood v. Miller,
63 F.3d 1452, 1463, 1467 (8th Cir. 1995) (invalidating a 1993 amendment to South Dakota's
Act to Regulate the Performance of Abortion, which required physicians to notify minors'
parents forty-eight hours before abortion without judicial bypass, but upholding informed
consent and twenty-four hour waiting period requirements); Utah Women's Clinic, Inc. v.
Leavitt, 844 F. Supp. 1482, 1494-95 (D. Utah 1994) (upholding Utah's 1993 abortion law
amendments similar to the regulations upheld in Casey requiring a twenty-four hour
waiting period and informed consent), rev'd on other grounds, Utah Women's Clinic Inc.
v. Leavitt, 136 F.3d 707 (10th Cir. 1998); see also Sandra Lynne Tholen & Lisa Baird,
Comment, Con Law is as Con Law Does: A Survey of Planned Parenthood v. Casey in the
State and Federal Courts, 28 LoY. L.A. L. REv. 971, 1022-29 (1995) (providing an
overview of post-Casey applications of the undue burden standard). See generally Bigel,
supra note 28, at 756-57 (asserting that the Casey joint plurality neither provided a clear
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in 1993 when some members of Congress, incited by a medical
description of the dilation and extraction (D & X) procedure
published in a report by Dr. Martin Haskell,36 proposed federal
legislation to ban the procedure. 37 President Clinton vetoed both the
199538 and 199739 congressional acts.40  In addition to these federal
responses, at least thirty states have enacted anti-"partial-birth"
abortion statutes,41 most of which are based on the 1997 federal
set of factors to be considered nor indicated the appropriate constitutional weight for
determining the priority of interests between the state and the pregnant woman).
35. "Partial-birth" abortion bans, a major post-Casey legislative trend, ostensibly
focuses on outlawing a particular late-term abortion procedure. See JEAN REITH
SCHROEDEL, IS THE FETUS A PERSON?: A COMPARISON OF POLICIES ACROSS THE
FIFrY STATES 68-71 (2000). "Partial-birth" is not a medical term, Carhart v. Stenberg,
192 F.3d 1142, 1145 (8th Cir. 1999) (explaining that the term "'partial-birth abortion' ...
has no fixed medical or legal content"), affd, 530 U.S. 914 (2000), and is considered by
pro-choice advocates to be inflammatory and misleading. See Ann MacLean Massie, So-
Called "Partial-birth Abortion" Bans: Bad Medicine? Maybe. Bad Law? Definitely, 59 U.
Prrr. L. REv. 301, 313 & n.42 (1998). The term was reportedly coined by pro-life forces in
1993 to stir up opposition to the proposed Freedom of Choice Act. See SCHROEDEL,
supra, at 69.
36. Martin Haskell, M.D., Dilation and Extraction for Late Second Trimester
Abortion, 139 CONG. REC. 8605-06 (Apr. 28, 1993). Dr. Haskell is credited with
developing the D & X procedure. See Jill R. Radloff, Note, Partial-Birth Infanticide: An
Alternate Legal and Medical Route to Banning Partial-Birth Procedures, 83 MINN. L. REV.
1555, 1556 n.4 (1999).
37. See Karen E. Walther, Comment, Partial-Birth Abortion: Should Moral Judgment
Prevail over Medical Judgment?, 31 LoY. U. CHI. L.J. 693, 706-07 (2000) (describing Dr.
Haskell's report as the catalyst for the "partial-birth" abortion ban movement); see also
Massie, supra note 35, at 322-28 (detailing the political turmoil surrounding the proposed
bills). Dr. Haskell's paper was presented to Congress by Rep. Robert K. Dornan as part
of an ultimately successful effort to defeat the Freedom of Choice Act, H.R. 25, 103rd
Cong. (1993) (an attempt to codify Roe). See 139 CONG. REC. at 8605; SCHROEDEL,
supra note 35, at 69; Walther, supra, at 706 n.112.
38. Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act of 1995, H.R. 1833, 104th Cong. § 1531 (1995).
39. Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act of 1997, H.R. 1122, 105th Cong. § 1531 (1997).
40. President Clinton vetoed the bans in 1996 and 1997 because they did not include
exceptions for the health of the pregnant woman. VETO OF H.R. 1833, H.R. DOC. NO.
104-198, at 1-2 (1996) (Sup. Does. No. Y1.1/7:104-198); VETO OF H.R. 1122, H.R. Doc.
No. 105-158, at 1 (1997) (Sup. Docs. No. Y1.1/7:105-158). The 1995 Act passed in the
House of Representatives by a vote of 288-139 and in the Senate by a vote of 54-44.
CALENDARS OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPS. AND HISTORY OF LEGISLATION, 104th Cong.,
H.R. 1833, at 8-21 (1997). After the presidential veto in 1996, the House voted 285-137 to
override the veto, but the Senate failed to override the veto 57-41. Id. The 1997 Act was
passed in the House, 295-136, and then by the Senate, 64-36. CALENDARS OF THE U.S.
HOUSE OF REPS. AND HISTORY OF LEGISLATION, 105th Cong., H.R. 1122, at 8-14 (1999).
After the presidential veto, the House passed the bill again, 296-132, but the Senate failed
to override the veto, 64-36. Id. The Senate passed a new version of the Partial-Birth
Abortion Ban Act. S. 1692, 106th Cong. (1999). The bill was amended and passed by the
House, then returned to the Senate and assigned to conference committee. H.R. 3660, S.
1692, 106th Cong. (1999). As of the time of this writing, the bill remained in committee.
41. See ALA. CODE § 26-23 (Supp. 1999); ALASKA STAT. § 18.16.050 (Michie 2000);
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legislation.4 The various state statutes differ in wording, but all claim
to ban the "partial-birth" abortion procedure.43 Challenges to the
constitutionality of these bans have relied in part on arguments that
the statutory language prohibits both the rare D & X procedure and
the more common dilation and evacuation (D & E) procedure.
44
ARiz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 13.3603.01 (West Supp. 2000); ARK. CODE ANN. § 5-61-201
(Michie 1997), deemed unconstitutional by Little Rock Family Planning Servs., P.A. v.
Jegley, LR-C-97-581, 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22325 (E.D. Ark. Nov. 13, 1998); FLA. STAT.
ANN. § 390.0111(5) (West Supp. 2001), deemed unconstitutional by A Choice for Women
v. Butterworth, 54 F. Supp. 2d 1148 (S.D. Fla. 1998); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 782.34 (West
Supp. 2001); GA. CODE ANN. § 16-12-144 (1999); IDAHO CODE § 18-613 (Michie Supp.
2000); 720 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 513/1 (West Supp. 2000); IND. CODE ANN. § 16-34-2-
1(b) (Michie 2000); IOWA CODE ANN. § 707.8A (West Supp. 2000); KAN. STAT. ANN.
§ 65-6721 (Supp. 1999); KY. REv. STAT. ANN. § 311.765 (Michie Supp. 2000); LA. REV.
STAT. ANN. § 40:1299.35.16 (West Supp. 2000); LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 14:32.9 (West
Supp. 2000); MICH. STAT. ANN. § 14.15(17016) (Michie 1999); MICH. STAT. ANN.
§ 14.15(17516) (Michie 1999); MISS. CODE ANN. § 41-41-73 (1999 & Supp. 2000); Mo.
ANN. STAT. § 188.035 (West 1996); MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-20-401 (1999); NEB. REV.
STAT. § 28-328 (Supp. 2000); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:65A-6 (West 2000); N.D. CENT. CODE
§ 14-02.6-02 (Supp. 1999); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2919-151 (Anderson Supp. 2000);
OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 21, § 684 (West Supp. 2001); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 23-4.12-2 (Supp.
1999), deemed unconstitutional by R.I. Med. Soc'y v. Whitehouse, 66 F. Supp. 2d 288
(D.R.I. 1999); S.C. CODE ANN. § 44-41-85 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1999); S.D. CODIFIED
LAWS § 34-23A-27 (Michie Supp. 2000); TENN. CODE ANN. § 39-15-209 (1997); UTAH
CODE ANN. § 76-7-310.5 (1999); VA. CODE ANN. § 18.2-74.2 (Michie Supp. 2000); W. VA.
CODE ANN. § 33-42-8 (Michie 2000), deemed unconstitutional by Daniel v. Underwood,
102 F. Supp. 2d 680 (S.D. W. Va. 2000); WIs. STAT. ANN. § 940.16 (West Supp. 2000).
42. Radloff, supra note 36, at 1563 & n.38 (describing twenty-five out of the thirty
state statutes as similar to the federal bill). The 1997 federal legislation defined "partial-
birth" abortion as "an abortion in which the person performing the abortion partially
vaginally delivers a living fetus before killing the fetus and completing the delivery." H.R.
1122, 105th Cong. § 1531(b)(1) (1997).
43. See supra note 41. Only Missouri's statute does not use the term "partial-birth."
Mo. ANN. STAT. § 188.035 (West 1996). The state attorney general, however, interpreted
the statute, which criminalizes taking the life of a fetus "aborted alive," to include taking
the life after partial delivery before completing the abortion. See Op. Att'y Gen. No. 126-
97 (1997). Ohio's original ban did not use the term "partial-birth" initially and specifically
prohibited the D & X procedure. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2919.15 (Anderson 1999)
(repealed 2000). Although Ohio's current ban is termed "partial-birth feticide," it still
focuses on the D & X procedure. OHIO REv. CODE ANN. § 2919.151 (Anderson Supp.
2000).
44. The constitutionality of these bans depends on which procedures their language
actually prohibits. The term "partial-birth" abortion is generally accepted as referring to
the relatively rare dilation and extraction (D & X) procedure. Stenberg, 192 F.3d 1142,
1145. The D & X procedure, which is normally used between the twentieth and twenty-
fourth weeks of pregnancy, involves delivery of the entire fetus except the head into the
vagina, removal of the contents of the skull in utero, and then extraction of the otherwise
intact fetus. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2607-08; Haskell, supra note 36, at 8605-06;
Testimony of Dr. Curtis R. Cook, M.D., 14 ISSUES IN L. & MED. 65, 66 (1998). In contrast,
the most commonly used procedure for late-term abortions, the dilation and evacuation
(D & E) procedure, involves dismemberment of the fetus using the counter-traction of the
cervix. See Stenberg, 120 U.S. at 2606-07 (quoting trial testimony by Dr. Carhart). See
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Although the statutory language generally employed does not
specifically mention the D & X procedure,4 5 states defending the bans
claim that the term "partial-birth" abortion is meant to apply only to
the D & X procedure.46
Before Stenberg v. Carhart, abortion providers in at least sixteen
states brought successful declaratory and injunctive actions to
invalidate state bans on partial-birth abortion procedures.47 In
general, the statutes were struck down by federal courts for one or
generally WARREN M. HERN, ABORTION PRACTICE 126-56 (1984) (providing a full
description of the D & E procedure). Thus, the fetus is not delivered into the vagina
intact. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2606-07; HERN, supra, at 126-56.
Where statutory language detailing the banned procedure is vague enough to
encompass both the D & X and D & E procedures, these statutes have the potential to
outlaw a significant percentage of pre-viability abortions and thus create "undue burden"
concerns. See infra notes 57-58, 64-76 and accompanying text (explaining that when
vague statutory language leaves doctors in doubt of the legality of safe, common (as well
as rare) methods of late-term abortion, a woman's ability to exercise the right to have an
abortion during the applicable period is effectively null); see also Carolyn Bower,
Annotation, Validity, Construction, and Application of Statutory Restrictions on Partial
Birth Abortions, 76 A.L.R. 5th 637, §§ 3-4 (2000) (providing a concise review of the
judicial treatment of "partial-birth" abortion statutes prior to Stenberg).
45. See, e.g., NEB. REV. STAT. § 28-326(9) (Supp. 2000) (describing the prohibited
procedure as "intentionally delivering into the vagina a living unborn child, or a
substantial portion thereof, for the purpose of performing a procedure that ... will kill the
unborn child"). But cf. KAN. STAT. ANN. § 65-6721 (Supp. 1999) (limiting the ban to post-
viability and specifically excluding the dilation and evacuation [or D & E] procedure from
the scope of the prohibition); MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-20-401(3)(c)(ii) (1999) (defining
the steps which must occur for a procedure to be considered a "partial-birth" abortion);
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2919.151 (Anderson Supp. 2000) (excluding the dilation and
evacuation procedure from the scope of the prohibition, stating that the dilation and
evacuation procedure does not encompass the dilation and extraction procedure, and
specifically defining the steps of the prohibited "partial birth procedure"); UTAH CODE
ANN. § 76-7-310.5 (1999) (prohibiting the "'partial birth abortion' or 'dilation and
extraction procedure'" and excluding from the definition the dilation and evacuation
procedure).
46. See, e.g., Brief for Petitioners at 7-8, Stenberg v. Carhart, 120 S. Ct. 2597 (2000)
(No. 99-830) (outlining Nebraska's argument that its ban covered only the D & X
procedure).
47. See, e.g., Planned Parenthood v. Miller, 195 F.3d 386, 387 (8th Cir. 1999) (Iowa);
Carhart v. Stenberg, 192 F.3d 1142, 1145 (8th Cir. 1999) (Nebraska); Little Rock Family
Planning Servs., P.A. v. Jegley, 192 F.3d 794, 795 (8th Cir. 1999) (Arkansas), cert. denied,
120 S. Ct. 2801 (2000); Women's Med. Prof'l Corp. v. Voinovich, 130 F.3d 187, 190 (6th
Cir. 1997) (Ohio); Rhode Island Med. Soc'y v. Whitehouse, 66 F. Supp. 2d 288,295 (D.R.I.
1999); Causeway Med. Suite v. Foster, 43 F. Supp. 2d 604, 619 (E.D. La. 1999); A Choice
for Women v. Butterworth, 54 F. Supp. 2d 1148, 1159 (S.D. Fla. 1998); Midtown Hosp. v.
Miller, 36 F. Supp. 2d 1360, 1368-70 (N.D. Ga. 1998); Eubanks v. Stengel, 28 F. Supp. 2d
1024, 1043 (W.D. Ky. 1998), aff'd, 224 F.3d 576 (6th Cir. 2000) (per curiam); Planned
Parenthood v. Woods, 982 F. Supp. 1369, 1380 (D. Ariz. 1997); Evans v. Kelley, 977 F.
Supp. 1283, 1320 (E.D. Mich. 1997).
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more of the following reasons: (1) vagueness,48 (2) undue burden on
a woman's right to an abortion,49 or (3) lack of an adequate exception
for abortions required to preserve the life and/or health of the
pregnant woman.50 Before Stenberg was decided, only a few such
statutes were upheld at the appellate level.'
This Recent Development focuses on Stenberg v. Carhart,2
discussing the Supreme Court's position on "partial-birth" abortion
bans as reflected through its interpretation of the Nebraska Partial-
Birth Abortion Ban Act.53 Applying Casey and Roe,54 the Court held
48. See, e.g., Butterworth, 54 F. Supp. 2d at 1158; Evans, 977 F. Supp. at 1311.
Although the District Court in Stenberg asserted the Nebraska Partial-Birth Abortion
Ban's unconstitutional vagueness as one of three independent reasons for permanently
enjoining it, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals did not focus on the void-for-vagueness
doctrine and this issue was not reviewed separately by the Supreme Court. See Carhart v.
Stenberg, 11 F. Supp. 2d 1099, 1132 (D. Neb. 1998) (describing the Nebraska law as the
"epitome" of unconstitutionally vague laws), affd, 192 F.3d 1142, 1146 n.4 (8th Cir. 1999)
(declining to address the vagueness issue because the court could resolve the case based
on issues of undue burden and the lack of a health exception), aff'd 120 S. Ct. 2597, 2609
(2000) (holding the Nebraska ban unconstitutional for "at least two independent
reasons"-undue burden and the lack of a health exception-possibly implying that other
reasons such as vagueness would also require invalidation). For a "federalist"
interpretation of the application of the void-for-vagueness standard to "partial-birth"
abortion bans, see Maureen L. Rurka, The Vagueness of Partial-Birth Abortion Bans:
Deconstruction or Destruction?, 89 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 1233, 1268 (1999).
49. See, e.g., Miller, 195 F.3d at 388-89.
50. See, e.g., Woods, 982 F. Supp. at 1378; see also Bower, supra note 44, §§ 3[b], 4[b]
(providing a concise summary of cases holding "partial-birth" abortion bans
unconstitutional before Stenberg).
51. In Hope Clinic v. Ryan, 195 F.3d 857 (7th Cir. 1999) (en banc), vacated, 120 S. Ct.
2738 (2000), the Seventh Circuit held that both the Illinois and Wisconsin statutes could
avoid unconstitutional vagueness if the state courts and local prosecutors interpreted the
statute to cover only the D & X procedure. Id. at 867-70, 876. Following Stenberg, the
Supreme Court vacated the decision in Hope Clinic and remanded it for reconsideration in
light of the new precedent. Hope Clinic v. Ryan, 120 S. Ct. 2738 (2000). In Richmond
Medical Center for Women v. Gilmore, 144 F.3d 326 (4th Cir. 1998), the Fourth Circuit
allowed the Virginia ban to go into effect, holding that the plaintiff-physicians lacked
standing to challenge the ban because they did not perform any procedure that would be
prohibited by the statute. Id. at 332 (staying the district court's order enjoining
enforcement), motion to vacate stay denied, 183 F.3d 303 (4th Cir. 1998). The Virginia
statute, however, did not survive a trial on the merits. Richmond Med. Ctr. for Women v.
Gilmore, 55 F. Supp. 2d 441, 445 (E.D. Va. 1999). The Fourth Circuit later found the
statute unconstitutional after Stenberg was decided. Richmond Med. Ctr. for Women v.
Gilmore, 224 F.3d 337 (4th Cir. 2000) (per curiam).
52. 120 S. Ct. 2597 (2000).
53. NEB. REv. STAT. § 28-328 (Supp. 2000). The Act was passed in the Nebraska
legislature in 1997 by a vote of forty-five to one. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2650 n.19
(Thomas, J., dissenting) (citing Neb. Leg. J., 95th Leg., 1st Sess. 2607 (1997)); Toni Heinzl,
Nelson Signs Bill Banning "Partial-Birth" Abortion," OMAHA WORLD-HERALD (Metro
Ed.), June 9, 1997, LEXIS, Omaha World Herald file. Reportedly, only three licensed
abortion providers practice in Nebraska. Jan Crawford Greenburg, Supreme Court to
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that the Nebraska statute violated the United States Constitution for
"at least two independent reasons. '55 First, the statute provided no
exception for abortions necessary to preserve the health of the
pregnant woman. 6 Second, the Nebraska statute imposed " 'an
undue burden on a woman's ability' to choose a D & E abortion,
thereby unduly burdening the right to choose abortion itself.
'5 7
Because the D & E procedure is the most common method of late-
term abortion,58 a statute that prohibited the procedure, as well as the
D & X procedure, would severely limit a woman's ability to have a
late-term abortion.
In evaluating the omission of a health exception, the Court noted
that the statute failed to distinguish between pre- and post-viability
abortions.5 9 Although the wording of Casey only specifically requires
a health exception for bans on post-viability abortions,6° the Stenberg
Court reasoned that the law "at a minimum requires the same in
Hear Arguments in Emotional, PoliticalAbortion Case, CHI. TRIB., Apr. 25,2000, § 1, at 1.
Of the three, Dr. Leroy Carhart was the only one who performed abortions after the
sixteenth week of pregnancy. Ik Dr. Carhart claimed that he used the D & X procedure
for abortions when he believed it was necessary for the woman's safety, see id., amounting
to approximately ten to twenty times a year in his practice. Carhart v. Stenberg, 11 F.
Supp. 2d 1099, 1126 (D. Neb. 1998). Dr. Carhart sought a preliminary injunction of
Nebraska's "partial-birth" abortion ban in 1997. Carhart v. Stenberg, 972 F. Supp. 507 (D.
Neb. 1997). The district court held that the statute was unconstitutionally vague and
created an undue burden on a woman's ability to have either a D & E or D & X abortion
when appropriate. Carhart, 11 F. Supp. 2d at 1127, 1132. The Eighth Circuit affirmed on
the undue burden issue alone. Carhart v. Stenberg, 192 F.3d 1142, 1151 (8th Cir. 1999).
54. From the outset, the Stenberg majority declared that it would not revisit the legal
principles establishing a woman's right to have an abortion, but would rather "apply them
to the circumstances of this case." Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2604. This language emphasized
the majority's commitment to both the right to abortion and the Casey undue burden
standard.
55. Id. The Court's use of the phrase "at least" may indicate that other potential
standards for judging the constitutionality of "partial-birth" abortion bans exist, such as
the void-for-vaguness doctrine dicussed by the District Court. See supra note 48.
56. Id. at 2609. Like most "partial-birth" abortion bans, the Nebraska statute
included an exception to preserve the life of the woman. NEB. REV. STAT. § 28-328(1).
57. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2609 (quoting Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833,
874 (1992) (plurality opinion)).
58. Second trimester abortions comprise approximately ten percent of all abortions.
Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2606 (citing the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Abortion Surveillance-United States, 1996, at 41 (July 30, 1999)). About ninety-five
percent of the abortions performed between twelve to twenty weeks of gestation are
D & E procedures. Id. As early as the sixteenth week of gestation, however, the D & X
procedure is used due to the size of the fetal skull and the difficulty disarticulating the
fetus. See id at 2606-08. The Supreme Court noted that "[t]here are no reliable data on
the number of D & X abortions performed annually." It at 2608.
59. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2609.
60. Casey, 505 U.S. at 846 (plurality opinion).
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respect to pre-viability regulation."61 The Court further explained its
objection to Nebraska's statute by emphasizing that, in addition to
potentially endangering a woman's health, the statute did not
"directly further" the state's interest in promoting potential human
life.6' Because the statute was intended to ban a form of abortion, but
not abortion itself, no fetuses would be saved and the woman's health
might be endangered where the safest and most appropriate
procedure for her condition was the banned procedure.63
In addition to the lack of a health exception, the Court asserted
as a second, independent ground for striking down the ban that the
statute imposed an undue burden on a woman's right to choose
abortion.' 4 The crux of the "undue burden" issue in Stenberg was
whether the statutory language applied only to the rare D & X
procedure, as claimed by Nebraska, or also covered the more
common D & E procedure, thereby preventing women obtaining
either procedure, and thus possibly any abortion at all.65 Because the
D & E procedure often involves pulling an arm or leg of a still living
fetus into the vagina,66 the Court felt that the statutory language
prohibiting abortions in which a "substantial portion" of the fetus is
delivered into the vagina did not allow for differentiation between the
61. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2609 (citing Casey, 505 U.S. at 880 (plurality opinion)).
While this conclusion is logical, the extension of the health exception to pre-viability
abortions was a great disappointment to ban proponents and was severely criticized by
dissenting Justices as an evisceration of any future ban. See id. at 2621 (Scalia, J.,
dissenting) (asserting that requiring a health exception gives "live-birth abortion free
rein"); id. at 2631 (Kennedy, J., dissenting) (stating that "[a] ban which depends on the
'appropriate medical judgment' of Dr. Carhart is no ban at all"); id. at 2652 (Thomas, J.,
dissenting) (declaring that the health exception "swallows the rule"); see also Uhlmann,
supra note 19, at 20-22 (asserting that a health exception would "eviscerate" any redrafted
ban); Walsh & Goldstein, supra note 12 (noting that abortion opponents reacted with
"bitter dismay").
62. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2609. Both Roe and Casey emphasized that laws regulating
abortion must be evaluated in terms of whether they promote maternal health or the
state's interest in potential human life. Casey, 505 U.S. at 869-74 (plurality opinion); Roe,
410 U.S. at 163-64.
63. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2609. In response to Nebraska's argument that a health
exception is not required because a D & X procedure is never the only option to preserve
a woman's health, the Court pointed to the district court's conclusion, based on medical
testimony, that the D & X procedure was safer than other procedures, including the
D & E procedure, for abortions performed during the relevant weeks of pregnancy. Id. at
2610-11 (citing Carhart, 11 F. Supp. 2d at 1126). Furthermore, the Court noted that other
federal trial courts deciding this matter had reached the same conclusions in all but one
case. Id. at 2610.
64. Id. at 2609, 2613-17.
65. See id. at 2613.
66. Id.
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D & X and D & E procedures. 67 Indeed, the Court pointed out that
"it would have been a simple matter, for example, to provide an
exception for... D & E and other... procedures."'
Moreover, despite the argument of Nebraska's Attorney General
that he would interpret the words "substantial portion" to mean
"'the child up to the head,' "69 the Court declared that it could not
accept his interpretation for several reasons.70  First, the Court
generally follows the lower courts' construction of state law unless the
lower courts disagree.71 Second, because under Nebraska law the
Attorney General binds neither the state courts, nor local
prosecutors, his opinion was not" 'authoritative.' "7I Third, although
an Attorney General's opinion may be entitled to "substantial
weight" under Nebraska law, the Court rejected his interpretation
because it conflicted with the explicit statutory definition, which the
Court was obliged to follow.73 Lastly, the debates of the Nebraska
67. Id. at 2614.
68. Id This point lends credence to allegations by pro-choice supporters that the
"partial-birth" abortion bans aim not to prohibit only the D & X procedure, but rather to
chip away at a woman's right to abortion generally. See infra note 111 (citing authorities
who believe this strategy underlies the "partial-birth" abortion bans).
69. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2614 (quoting Brief for Petitioners at 20, Stenberg (No. 99-
830)).
70. The Court's refusal to accept the Attorney General's assertion that the statute
would only be applied to D & X procedures contrasts with the Seventh and Fourth
Circuits' acceptance of such arguments. See Hope Clinic v. Ryan, 195 F.3d 857, 869 (7th
Cir. 1999) (en banc), vacated, 120 S. Ct. 2738 (2000); Richmond Med. Ctr. for Women v.
Gilmore, 144 F.3d 326,330-31 (4th Cir. 1998).
71. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2614 (citing Virginia v. Am. Booksellers Ass'n., 484 U.S.
383, 395 (1988)). Both the District Court and the Court of Appeals interpreted the
Nebraska ban to encompass both the D & X and D & E procedures, despite the
defendant's arguments to the contrary. Both courts relied primarily on findings that the
D & E procedure could not be performed without bringing a "substantial portion" of the
fetus into the vagina, a crucial part of the procedure prohibited by the ban. See Carhart v.
Stenberg, 11 F. Supp. 2d 1099, 1129-31 (D. Neb. 1998), aff'd 192 F.3d 1142, 1150 (8th Cir.
1999).
72. Stenberg, 120 S Ct. at 2614.
73. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2615. Under the Nebraska Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act,
"partial-birth" abortion involves "intentionally delivering into the vagina a living unborn
child, or a substantial portion thereof, for the purpose of performing a procedure that ...
kill[s] the unborn child." NEB. REv. STAT. § 28-326(9) (Supp. 2000). In support, the
Court noted the fact that most of the lower federal courts that had reviewed similar bans
had also rejected narrowing interpretations. See, e.g., Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2615 (citing
Hope Clinic, 195 F.3d at 865-71; Planned Parenthood v. Miller, 195 F.3d 386, 387-89 (8th
Cir. 1999); Little Rock Fain. Planning Servs., P.A. v. Jegley, 192 F.3d 794,797-98 (8th Cir.
1999); R.I. Med. Soc'y v. Whitehouse, 66 F. Supp. 2d 288,309-10 (D.R.I. 1999); Richmond
Med. Ctr. for Women v. Gilmore, 55 F. Supp. 2d 441, 471 (E.D. Va. 1998); A Choice for
Women v. Butterworth, 54 F. Supp. 2d 1148, 1155 (S.D. Fla. 1998); Causeway Med. Suite
v. Foster, 43 F. Supp. 2d 604, 614-15 (E.D. La. 1999); Planned Parenthood v. Verniero, 41
F. Supp. 2d 478, 503-04 (D.N.J. 1998); Eubanks v. Stengel, 28 F. Supp. 2d 1024, 1034-35
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legislature, on which the Attorney General relied, revealed little
effort to circumscribe the statute's scope to the D & X procedure.74
Based on the vague scope of the Nebraska Partial-Birth
Abortion Ban Act, the Court concluded that it could be used to
prosecute physicians who perform D & E procedures.' Because the
fear of prosecution and conviction would intimidate physicians into
not providing the common procedure, the Court held that the statute
constituted an undue burden on a woman's ability to choose to
terminate her pregnancy.
76
In contrast to the majority opinion, Justice O'Connor's
concurrence rather pointedly invited Nebraska and other states to
redraft their bans. While her concurring opinion declared the statute
unconstitutional for the same two reasons as the majority,77 unlike the
majority, Justice O'Connor neither emphasized that a ban would not
promote the state's interest in potential human life, nor impeached
the motives of the ban's proponents.78 Rather, she indicated that in
order for her to consider the ban constitutional, it must specifically
proscribe only the D & X procedure and include an exception for the
life and health of the pregnant woman.79  This lack of censure
combined with positive guidance for redrafting sets Justice O'Connor
apart from the rest of the Stenberg majority and places her once again
(W.D. Ky. 1998); Planned Parenthood v. Woods, 982 F. Supp. 2d 1369, 1378 (D. Ariz.
1997); Evans v. Kelley, 977 F. Supp. 2d 1283, 1317 (E.D. Mich. 1997)).
74. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2615-16. During the debates, the senator who sponsored he
bill explained that "substantial" meant "'more than a little bit'" or" 'enough that would
allow for the procedure to ... kill[] the unborn child[.]'" Id. According to this
requirement, a doctor would have to perform all fetal disarticulation in utero, then wait
for the fetus to die before removing any "substantial portion" of it from the uterus. The
medical evidence presented in the case indicated that the fetal disarticulation involved in
the D & E procedure did not occur in utero. Id. at 2607. Without the counter-traction of
the cervix, Dr. Carhart stated, "I don't know of any way that one could go in and
intentionally dismember the fetus in the uterus." Id. Both the use of instruments and the
existence of sharp fetal bone fragments in the uterus risk accidental damage to the uterus
and surrounding organs. Id. The sponsoring senator's reading would encompass the
D & E procedure even more clearly than the statutory language. See supra note 73
(noting statutory language). The rejection of an amendment that would have limited the
law to the D & X procedure further undermined the Attorney General's argument. Id. at
2615-16.
75. Id. at 2617.
76. Id.
77. Id. at 2618-20 (O'Connor, J., concurring).
78. See id. (O'Connor, J., concurring).
79. Id. at 2620 (O'Connor, J., concurring). In addition, Justice O'Connor referred to
the Kansas, Utah, and Montana bans as examples of sufficiently specific bans. Id. at 2619
(O'Connor, J., concurring); see also supra note 45 (noting the bans' more precise drafting).
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in the pivotal "swing vote" position.8"
The dissenting opinions presented an interesting split in
reasoning. Chief Justice Rehnquist, who dissented in Roe8 and
Casey,82 reiterated his disapproval of Casey,83 but nevertheless joined
the dissenting opinions of Justices Kennedy and Thomas, because
they "correctly applied Casey's principles." 84  In contrast, Justice
Scalia described the majority opinion as "Casey's logical and entirely
predictable consequence."' s This statement does not indicate that he
agreed with the reasoning of the majority. 6 Rather, as Justice Scalia
explained, because the "undue burden" standard requires nothing
more than a "value judgment," Casey demands and Stenberg provides
"a democratic vote by nine lawyers."'  Unlike the other dissenting
justices, Justice Scalia openly declared that "Casey must be
overruled." 8s
While not reneging on his original support of the Casey undue
burden standard, 9 Justice Kennedy dissented from the Court's
opinion in Stenberg because he concluded that the Nebraska ban
"survive[d] the scrutiny dictated by a proper understanding of
Casey.'' 9" Finding the respondent's and majority's interpretation of
80. See Susan R. Estrich & Kathleen M. Sullivan, Abortion Politics: Writing for an
Audience of One, 138 U. PENN. L. REV. 119 passim (1989) (discussing Justice O'Connor as
the swing vote on abortion rights); Kimba M. Wood, A Tribute to Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor, 1996 ANN. SURVEY AM. L. xlviii, xlviii (stating that "many commentators
deem Justice O'Connor to be the 'swing vote' on the Court, and her opinions frequently
elicit considerable comment and controversy").
81. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 171-78 (1973) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
82. Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 944-79 (1992) (Rehnquist, C.J.,
concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part). In his Casey dissenting opinion,
Chief Justice Rehnquist stated that a woman's right to have an abortion was grounded in
the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause, but that rational basis review should be
applied rather than the heightened scrutiny established by Roe. See Casey, 505 U.S. at 966
(Rehnquist, C.J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part).
83. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2620-21 (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting).
84. Id. at 2621 (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting).
85. Id. (Scalia, J., dissenting).
86. Id. at 2622-23 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (explaining that he never agreed with Casey
because he believed that it created an "unworkable" and "unprincipled" standard and
because he concluded that it is not based in either "constitutional text" or "accepted
tradition"); see also Casey, 505 U.S. at 979-81 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
87. Id at 2622 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
88. Id. at 2622 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
89. Justice Kennedy was one of the three Justices who established the standard in
Casey. Casey, 505 U.S. at 874 (plurality opinion).
90. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2623 (Kennedy, J., dissenting). Due to the constraints of
the Recent Development format, only the major points of Justice Kennedy's opinion are
highlighted here. For a more in-depth understanding of his reasoning, the reader is
referred to the opinion itself.
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Casey as allowing states to advance only two interests, the health of
the woman and/or the life of the fetus, too categorical, Justice
Kennedy asserted that under Casey other less tangible considerations,
such as the ones asserted by the Nebraska Attorney General,9 could
constitute legitimate state interests.92 As long as a regulation serving
those interests does not constitute an undue burden,93 Justice
Kennedy felt that a state should be permitted "to declare a moral
difference" and thus differentiate legally between the D & E and
D & X procedures.94 Further, Justice Kennedy argued that a health
exception was unnecessary where the health difference between
procedures was unquantified and, at most, marginal.9 He asserted
that, unlike the precedent set by the earlier post-Roe holdings the
Court sought to reassess, Casey did not accord the physician
"unfettered discretion" and the Stenberg majority had incorrectly
returned to that era.96 In conclusion, Justice Kennedy scolded the
majority for deciding the health exception issue when it could have
resolved the case based on its assessment of the undue burden inquiry
alone.97
In an opinion joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice
Scalia, Justice Thomas first indicated his belief that neither Roe nor
Casey had any legitimate constitutional underpinnings.9 Under the
rhetorical assumption that Casey did merit adherence, however, he
set out to show how the majority had improperly interpreted and
applied it to the Nebraska law.99 First, Justice Thomas gave several
reasons why the Nebraska "partial-birth" abortion ban prohibited
only the D & X procedure. 100 He then analyzed whether a state could
91. These claimed state interests included expressing concern for the life of the
unborn and/or "partially-born," preventing cruel treatment of the "partially-born,"
preventing disrespect for potential life, preserving the integrity of the medical profession,
and "erecting a barrier to infanticide." Brief for Petitioners at 48-49, Stenberg v. Carhart,
120 S. Ct. 2597 (2000) (No. 99-830)).
92. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2625 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
93. Justice Kennedy concluded that the Nebraska ban did not encompass the D & E
procedure and thus did not create the undue burden perceived by the majority. See id. at
2631-33 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
94. Id. at 2626 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
95. Id. at 2628-29 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
96. Id. at 2629 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
97. Id. at 2634 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
98. Id. at 2635-36 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
99. Id. at 2636 (Thomas, J., dissenting). Justice Thomas's opinion is too detailed for
recapitulation in this Recent Development, and therefore, only the main points are
discussed here. For a more in-depth understanding of his reasoning, the reader is referred
to the opinion itself.
100. See id. at 2640-48 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
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constitutionally ban the D & X procedure without including a health
exception. He argued that the threshold question under Casey was
whether the state had a legitimate interest in banning the procedure,
and that the majority opinion, by engaging in the undue burden
analysis, had implicitly conceded that the state had such an interest.1°1
Next, Justice Thomas asserted that the requirement of a health
exception established by Casey applied only to cases in which
continuing a pregnancy threatened a woman's health, not cases in
which a physician used a prohibited method of abortion over
permissible methods to preserve a woman's health."° He concluded
that the majority differentiated between the undue burden inquiry
and the requirement of a health exception because any marginal
safety difference between the D & E and D & X procedures would
not have constituted an undue burden. 3
Shoring up the majority opinion, Justices Stevens and Ginsburg
joined in each other's separate concurring opinions.' 4  Justice
Ginsburg emphasized the majority's point that the Nebraska ban
would not save any fetuses from abortion and did not seek to protect
the lives or health of pregnant women-the two state interests
expressly mentioned by Casey.05 She then asserted that the Nebraska
ban was a legislative effort to chip away at the right to abortion, and
seemed to suggest that it had the "purpose ... of placing a substantial
obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion" and was thus
unconstitutional.1°6 Agreeing with Justice Ginsburg's assessment of
the motive underlying the enactment of the ban, Justice Stevens
added that neither the D & E or D & X procedure was "more brutal"
or "less respectful of 'potential life' "than the other and that the idea
that a state furthered any legitimate interest by banning only one of
them was "simply irrational."'0 7  Both of these opinions were
apparently intended to counter Justice Thomas's assertion that the
respondent had conceded that the state had a legitimate interest in
101. Id. at 2649 n.18 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
102. Id. at 2651 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
103. Id. at 2651 n.20, 2653-55 (Thomas, J., dissenting). Justice Thomas also explained
that, even if the D & X procedure were safer for a small number of women, that fact
would not require striking down the Nebraska law on a facial challenge such as the
Stenberg case. Id. at 2655-56 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
104. Id. at 2617 (Stevens, J., concurring); id. at 2620 (Ginsburg, J., concurring).
105. Id. (Ginsburg, J., concurring).
106. Id. (Ginsburg, J., concurring) (quoting Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S.
833, 877 (1992) (plurality opinion)). This interpretation of Ginsburg's opinion was also
advanced by Justice Thomas. See id. at 2650 n.19 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
107. Id. at 2617 (Stevens, J., concurring).
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regulating the D & X procedure. 18
The Court's narrow split in Stenberg emphasizes that the future
of the "partial-birth" abortion ban depends on legislative redrafting
and/or a change in the composition of the Supreme Court. Although
Justice O'Connor's opinion encourages states to redraft such
statutes, 109 the process may not be so simple. The goals of the
proponents of "partial-birth" abortion bans necessarily influence both
their method and motivation for redrafting such legislation. The two
goals primarily asserted include: (1) the purported ban of only the
D & X procedure, °10 and (2) the implicit attempt to chip away at the
right to abortion in an effort to bring about its ultimate demise."'
108. See supra note 101 and accompanying text.
109. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2620 (O'Connor, J., dissenting); Mick Hinton, State
Republicans File Bills to Fight RU-486, Procedure, DAILY OKLAHOMAN (Oklahoma City),
Jan. 21, 2001, LEXIS, Daily Oklahoman File (reporting that a state GOP lawmaker
proposed a bill banning abortions involving "intrauterine cranial decompression" drafted
in accordance with Justice O'Connor's "hints" in her concurrence that she would approve
such a ban); see also Lisa Zagaroli, Partial Birth Ruling Sets Abortion Battle Lines, Right to
Life Says It Will Push State Courts to Define When Procedure Becomes Infanticide,
DETROIT NEWS, June 30, 2000, at 1, 2000 WL 3483106 (quoting abortion rights leader
Gloria Feldt as characterizing Stenberg's one-vote margin as an invitation to redraft the
bans in anticipation of a change in the Supreme Court's membership). But see Marilyn
Goff, La. Partial-Abortion Rewrite Doubtful, BATON ROUGE ADVOC., July 14, 2000, at
14A, 2000 WL 4496113 (quoting various Louisiana politicians on the difficulty legislators
face when trying to withstand judicial scrutiny); Linda Wertheimer & Cheryl Corley, All
Things Considered: Dilemma Facing States That Have Passed 'Partial-Birth' Abortion
Laws (NPR radio broadcast, July 12, 2000) (featuring Nebraska Lieutenant Governor
Maurstad, author of the ban at issue in Stenberg, who questioned whether Nebraska
should spend the time, effort, and money to draft a new ban only to have it struck down
again).
110. See, e.g., Brief for Petitioners at 7-8, Stenberg v. Carhart, 120 S. Ct. 2597 (2000)
(No. 99-830) (detailing Nebraska's assertion that the statute was only intended to ban the
D & X procedure); Brooke A. Masters, Appeals Court Lifts Va. Curb on Abortion, WASH.
POST, July 29, 2000, at Al (reporting that the supporters of the Virginia ban "never
intended it to encompass all abortions").
111. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2620 (Ginsburg, J., concurring) (writing separately only
to emphasize that the Nebraska ban is an effort "to chip away at the private choice
shielded by Roe v. Wade, even as modified by Casey"); Hope Clinic v. Ryan, 195 F.3d 857,
880-82 (7th Cir. 1999) (Posner, J., dissenting) (characterizing "partial-birth" abortion ban
proponents as "activists who wanted to dramatize the ugliness of abortions and deter
physicians from performing them" and emphasizing that the bans do not save fetal lives or
promote maternal health), vacated, 120 S. Ct. 2738 (2000); Janet Benshoof, The Truth
About Women's Rights, 6 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 423, 443 (2000) (interpreting the
anti-abortion "covert strategy" for using "partial-birth" bans to undermine the right to
abortion as a whole); Rebecca L. Andrews, Note, The Unconstitutionality of State
Legislation Banning "Partial-Birth" Abortion, 8 B.U. PUB. INT. L.J. 521, 534-35 (1999)
("Pro-choice opponents, including the Religious Right and the Republican party, will not
stop at the outlawing of the D & X or the 'partial-birth' abortion procedure. Rather, their
goal is to outlaw all abortion procedures."); Catalina Camia, Candidates' Abortion
Differences Clear, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Oct. 27, 2000, at 12A, 2000 WL 29017182
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Assuming that the supporters of the "partial-birth" abortion ban
enacted the statutes to proscribe only the D & X procedure,"
redrafting such bans should not prove difficult. First, as indicated by
Justice O'Connor, the statute must either explicitly describe the
D & X procedure as its target 13 or clearly exclude procedures other
than the D & X procedure from its scope."4 If the goal of "partial-
birth" abortion bans is to proscribe only the D & X procedure, then
describing the procedure more clearly cannot frustrate the legislators'
purpose. 15 Second, the ban must include an exception to preserve
the health of the pregnant woman."6 Although the bans' supporters
claim that such an exception would render the bans ineffective by
(quoting Senator Barbara Boxer as saying that "partial-birth" abortion bans are an effort
to "chip away" at Roe v. Wade because it cannot be overturned outright); Michelle Gerise
Godwin, Sarah Weddington; Attorney who Argued the Roe v. Wade Abortion Case Before
the Supreme Court; Interview, PROGRESSIVE, Aug. 1, 2000, at 33, at
http://www.progressive.org/intv0800.htm (last visited Apr. 2, 2001) ("I call them partial-
abortion bans.").
112. This part of the analysis assumes the composition of the present Supreme Court.
The reader can easily imagine the difference that a more pro- or anti-Stenberg Court
would make in each of the posited situations. If one or more pro-Stenberg Justices were
appointed to the Court, Justice O'Connor's swing vote would be neutralized. If the
opposite were to occur, her vote would be unnecessary.
113. E.g., UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-7-310.5 (1)(a) (1996 & Supp. 2000). The Utah Code
provides that:
(1) As used in this section:
"Partial birth abortion" or "dilation and extraction procedure" means the
termination of pregnancy by partially vaginally delivering a living intact
fetus, purposefully inserting an instrument into the skull of the intact fetus,
and utilizing a suction device to remove the skull contents. This definition
does not include the dilation and evacuation procedure involving
dismemberment prior to removal, the suction curettage procedure, or the
suction aspiration procedure for abortion.
Id.
114. E.g., id. The required specificity could also be achieved by certifying the issue to
the state supreme court if the situation allowed. See, e.g., Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2617
(noting that the Nebraska Attorney General had not certified the issue to the Nebraska
Supreme Court, that the Stenberg Court itself could not certify the issue because the
statute was not "'fairly susceptible'" to the suggested interpretation, and that the
Nebraska Supreme Court could only take up the issue from a federal court if it would be
"'determinative of the cause' ").
115. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2614 (noting at least a few ways the Nebraska ban could
have targeted the D & X procedure more specifically).
116. E.g., UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-7-310.5 (2)(a) (1996 & Supp. 2000). For example,
the Utah Code provides:
(2) (a) After viability has been determined in accordance with Subsection (b), no
person may knowingly perform a partial birth abortion or dilation and extraction
procedure ... unless all other available abortion procedures would pose a risk to
the life or the health of the pregnant woman.
Id. (emphasis added).
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vesting the physician with unchecked discretion,"7 including a
statutory exception is the only means to withstand constitutional
scrutiny.1
8
Because ban proponents probably will not accept a broad health
exception,"' redrafting efforts will likely focus on limiting the health
exception. 20 In many states, abortion providers must already
navigate a labyrinth of abortion restrictions under the threat of
criminal prosecution.12 1 Such restrictions, however, have generally
been objective requirements, such as annual reporting on all induced
abortions," use of particular methods of disposing of fetal remains, 121
provision of anti-abortion information to patients as part of obtaining
informed consent, 24 and parental consent or notification.121 Only
once prior to the enactment of "partial-birth" abortion bans have
these laws targeted the choice of abortion procedure, 26 which,
according to both legal and medical authorities, necessarily involves
some measure of subjectivity and flexibility of the attending
surgeon 27
117. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2652 (Thomas, J., dissenting) (declaring that the health
exception "swallows the rule"); Masters, supra note 110 (quoting a representative of the
Virginia-based Family Foundation, as saying that "[a] health exception makes the bill null
and void"); Uhlmann, supra note 19, at 21 (interpreting the health exception as
eviscerating any future redrafted ban).
118. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2620 (O'Connor, J., dissenting). This statement
assumes that Justice O'Connor would be satisfied with the new language and that the four
dissenting Justices would support the narrower version, considering their support for the
broader version in Stenberg. A unanimous outcome, however, would require that the
Stenberg majority forego its objections to the fact that the statute does not promote
potential life. Id at 2609.
119. Cf supra notes 61, 117 and accompanying text (noting ban proponents' opposition
to any health exception).
120. Justice O'Connor provided no guidance on the form such an exception should
take. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2618-20 (O'Connor, J., dissenting).
121. See Gina Kolata, Many Doctors Find Array of Obstacles to the Abortion Pill, N.Y.
TIMES, Sept. 30,2000, at Al.
122. See, e.g., WIS. STAT. ANN. § 69.186 (West 1999) (requiring information such as
age, race, marital status, education, and the abortion method used for each abortion
performed by a clinic each year).
123. See, e.g., N.C. ADMIN. CODE tit. 15A, r. 13B.1301 (Apr. 1999) (stating that fetal
remains must be buried, cremated, or incinerated and can only be buried or cremated after
the second trimester).
124. See, e.g., IDAHO CODE § 18-609 (Michie 1997 & Supp. 2000).
125. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 26-21-3 (1992 & Supp. 1999).
126. See Planned Parenthood v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 75-79 (1976) (holding that the
prohibition of the saline amniocentesis procedure after twelve weeks of pregnancy was
unconstitutional because it would prohibit the most commonly used abortion procedure
and endanger maternal health by forcing the use of less safe procedures).
127. See Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2613 (explaining that "uncertainty" among experts
indicates a "significant likelihood" that a physician who decides that a D & X procedure
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Reflecting Stenberg's emphasis on striking down the Nebraska
ban for "two independent reasons,"'" legislative attempts to limit a
health exception may either fail constitutional scrutiny or be
potentially unenforceable. First, restrictions on when the health
exception applies, such as the degree to which a woman will be
harmed if forced to undergo a different procedure, may be held
"inadequate."' 29  Further, even if a limited health exception were
"adequate," the potentially impracticable means by which the
limitations would be enforced-necessarily involving detailed
recordkeeping, hindsight evaluation, expensive second opinions, or
abortion procedure witnesses, and resulting in physicians' constant
fear of investigation and prosecution-may merit an "undue burden"
challenge. 130 It is unlikely that "undue burden" inquiry would be
necessary, however. Only very clear and well-supported limitations
on the health exception stand to survive both the Court's deference to
medical judgment' 3 and its reluctance to permit legislatures to micro-
would be the safest may be right, and "[i]f they are wrong, the exception will simply turn
out to have been unnecessary"); The Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act of 1995: Hearing
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 104th Cong. (Errata) 7 (1995) (Sup. Docs. No.
Y4.J89/2:S.HRG104-160/ERRATA) (statement of Warren M. Hem, M.D., M.P.H., Ph.D.,
Dir., Boulder Abortion Clinic, Asst. Clinical Prof., Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Univ. of Colorado Health Sciences Center) ("I support the right of my medical colleagues
to use whatever methods they deem appropriate to protect the woman's safety during this
difficult procedure. It is simply not possible for others to second guess the surgeon's
judgment in the operating room. That would be dangerous and unacceptable.").
128. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2609.
129. See, e.g., Women's Med. Prof'l Corp. v. Taft, 114 F. Supp. 2d 664, 705 (2000)
(granting a preliminary injunction of Ohio's redrafted "partial-birth feticide" law, section
2919.151 of the Ohio Revised Code, because of substantial likelihood that it would be
found unconstitutional based on an inadequate health exception); Wes Hills, Doctor
Defends Late-Term Abortion Procedure, DAYTON DAILY NEWS, Sept. 6,2000, at 1B, 2000
WL 26504111 (reporting that Dr. Haskell, the inventor of the D & X procedure, testified
that the health exception on Ohio's redrafted "partial-birth feticide" ban is too narrow).
The health exception in the Ohio statute allows the use of the "partial-birth procedure"
only when there is "a serious risk of the substantial and irreversible impairment of a major
bodily function." OHIO REv. CODE ANN. § 2919.151(C) (Anderson Supp. 2000).
130. Discussing where the health exception ends and the undue burden inquiry begins
highlights Justice Thomas's assertion that the majority opinion improperly defined them
as separate issues. See supra note 103 and accompanying text. This idea, however, does
not necessarily undermine the Stenberg decision. If the case law develops in this area, it
may turn out that the considerations of whether a health exception is "adequate" and the
relative burden of what would be necessary to police physicians' discretion are one and the
same, especially when medical decisions under scrutiny were made to maximize safety for
the woman once she had chosen to have an abortion.
131. Given the "judicial need to tolerate responsible differences of medical opinion,"
the Stenberg Court concluded that no health exception can require "absolute proof' of the
necessity of a particular procedure. Stenberg, 120 S. Ct. at 2612-13. Although the
majority did not grant physicians complete discretion in choosing an abortion method, it
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manage health-related medical decisions on the basis of non-health-
related state interests.
Another approach used by anti-abortion advocates is the
enactment of infanticide or feticide laws that prohibit the D & X
procedure. 33 Although these statutes have not been reviewed by the
federal courts, it is difficult to imagine that if they result in the same
"undue burden" as Nebraska's "partial-birth" abortion ban, they will
not have to contain the same specifications and exceptions.
Furthermore, tied to these initiatives are arguments to redefine legal
personhood 3 4 as encompassing unborn fetuses at certain levels of
development. 3  Based on the Court's voting record in Stenberg
alone, such arguments are unlikely to garner more than three votes of
the current Supreme Court.
136
Alternatively, rather than trying to ban the D & X procedure,
ban supporters who claim that they seek to outlaw only the D & X
procedure and not all abortions could investigate why women have
abortions after the sixteenth week of gestation and take reasonable
steps to help women have abortions earlier when possible. Although
no reliable data based on large statistical samples could be found, the
major reasons noted in a variety of sources include a nonviable or
severely deformed fetus, the health of the woman, delay in
held that a statute may not prohibit the "partial-birth" abortion procedure altogether. Id.
at 2613.
132. Id. at 2609 ("[W]e cannot see how the interest-related differences could make any
difference to... the application of the 'health' requirement.").
133. See, e.g., Infant's Protection Act, Mo. REV. STAT. § 565.300 (Supp. 2001); see also
Jennifer Landrum Elliott, Comment, Will Charlie Brown Finally Kick the Football?:
Missouri Enacts the Next Generation of Partial Birth Abortion Restrictions, 44 ST. LouIs
U. L.J. 1083, 1084-85 (2000) (describing the passage and scope of the statute).
134. The Court in Roe established that legal personhood does not manifest until birth.
Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 158 (1973).
135. See generally Elliott, supra note 133, at 1114-18 (discussing the legal status of
fetuses and whether an infanticide law would escape the constraints of abortion
jurisprudence); Zagaroli, supra note 109 (quoting Ed Rivet of Right to Life of Michigan as
asserting that "a person that's partially born is not unborn[,]" implying that only living
unborn fetuses can be aborted, whereas "partially born" fetuses should be accorded legal
personhood and their abortion made a crime); Wertheimer & Corley, supra note 109
(noting Louisiana Special Assistant Attorney General Bordlee's comment that once a
fetus reaches the birth canal, the child is born and that aborting that fetus should not be
constitutionally protected). But see Goff, supra note 109 (quoting Bordlee as saying that
redrafting the ban would be futile until the composition of the Supreme Court changes).
For arguments for and against expanding legal personhood to encompass unborn fetuses,
see THE ABORTION CONTROVERSY: 25 YEARs AFTER ROE V. WADE 201-385 (Louis P.
Pojman & Francis J. Beckwith eds., 1998).
136. This conclusion assumes that the majority, including Justice O'Connor, and
Justice Kennedy, who simply advocated a different application of Casey in his dissenting
opinion, would not agree to such a large departure from precedent.
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recognizing pregnancy or determining the week of gestation, fear of
informing parents of pregnancy, and the inability to raise the money
for an abortion until the second trimester. 137  Where financial
difficulty delays abortions to the second trimester, ban proponents
might more successfully prevent the use of the D & X procedure by
legislating permission for state or federal funds to be used to pay for
abortions for low-income and indigent women. 38
Assuming arguendo that "partial-birth" abortion bans attempt to
diminish the right to abortion, perceiving that an effective and
enforceable ban may be impossible, anti-abortion adherents may
pour their efforts into influencing the appointment of Supreme Court
Justices139 and ensuring that President Bush signs a federal "partial-
137. See, e.g., Fredrik F. Broekhuizen, Partial Birth or Partial Truth? Two Takes on the
Abortion Battle, MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, June 15, 1997, at Crossroads 1 (asserting that
the physician-author has performed "partial-birth" abortions in cases of serious fetal
anomalies or a life-threatening health condition of the pregnant woman); Alissa J. Rubin,
In Late-Term Abortion, Denial Reigns, L.A. TIMEs, Apr. 25, 2000, at Al (noting that
many women must wait until the second trimester in order to gather the money to pay for
an abortion, then they often have difficulty finding a doctor who will perform a late-term
procedure, thus compounding the delay); Richard Saltus, Late-Term Abortion at Issue
Called Rare in Mass., BOSTON GLOBE, May 17, 1997, at Al (reporting that a chance to
hold the dead, intact fetus was important to a women forced to terminate her pregnancy at
nineteen weeks because the fetus had not developed a brain); Alan Guttmacher Institute,
Issues in Brief. The Limitations of U.S. Statistics on Abortion, Jan. 1997, http://wwv.agi-
usa.org/pubs/ibl4.html (on file with the North Carolina Law Review) (listing factors that
may delay an abortion decision, including unawareness of pregnancy or lateness of stage,
difficulty arranging abortion, fear of telling parents of pregnancy, fetal or maternal
health).
138. A first step in this direction would involve rescinding the Hyde Amendment, see
supra note 26; overturning Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 326 (1980) (concluding that the
withdrawal of federal funding of certain non-elective abortions pursuant to the Hyde
Amendment did not obligate states to pay for such abortions); or passing affirmative state
legislation providing such funding.
139. See Zagaroli, supra note 109 (reporting that Right to Life of Michigan was "intent
on electing a pro-life president and hopefully see[ing] a change in the make-up of the
Supreme Court"). But see Mike Doming, Ashcroft Promises He Won't Fight Roe;
Democrats on Panel Accuse Justice Nominee of Reinventing Himself, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 18,
2001, § 1, at 1 (quoting Attorney General John Ashcroft as saying that Bush does not
intend to try to overturn Roe v. Wade); Lane, supra note 19 (noting that Supreme Court
appointments by anti-abortion presidents have not always met expectations). The
appointment of John Ashcroft, a long-time fierce abortion opponent, as Attorney General
has unsettled the pro-choice movement. See Doming, supra. (reporting on the concerns of
certain senators that as Attorney General, Ashcroft would not adequately protect the
legal right to abortion despite his pledges). Pro-choice advocates were also unsettled by
Bush's appointment of pro-life Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson as Secretary of
the Department of Health and Human Services. See Kawanza Griffin, Abortion Rights
Advocates Oppose Nomination; But Appointment Pleases Abortion Opponents,
MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Dec. 30,2000, at 5A, 2000 WL 26104386.
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birth" abortion ban or other federal abortion-restricting legislation. 4 °
If the anti-abortion contingent of the Court were increased by new
appointments,'14 the anti-abortion movement will almost certainly
reframe the "partial-birth" abortion issue or develop a new issue to
bring the question of whether the choice to have an abortion is
protected by the Constitution before the Supreme Court again.
Logically, however, statutes like the challenged Nebraska legislation
in Stenberg that simply ban a method or methods of abortion would
be subject to the same analysis as in Stenberg, and thus would not
merit a granting of certiorari without some new twist. Furthermore,
although a ban on a particular procedure may require the addition of
one anti-Stenberg Justice,4  overturning Casey and the right to
abortion altogether would require the addition of two anti-Casey
Justices. 43
If unsuccessful at redrafting an acceptable "partial-birth"
abortion ban, abortion opponents may focus on a different procedure.
Considering the recent approval of RU-486 by the Food & Drug
Administration, the "abortion pill" is likely to be one of the next
major targets of anti-abortion legislation."4 Because RU-486 is a
140. See GOP Abortion Foes, supra note 14 (describing Republican lawmakers'
intention to redraft and pass another federal "partial-birth" abortion ban in the wake of
Stenberg); Audrey Hudson, House OKs Bill to Protect Infants in Failed Abortions; 'Born-
Alive' Measure Passes 380-15, WASH. TIMES, Sept. 27, 2000, at A3, 2000 WL 4165808
(reporting the contention of Representative Jerrold Nadler, a New York Democrat, that
the federal Born-Alive Infant Protection Act was intended "to get pro-choice members to
vote against it so [pro-life members] can slander [them] and say [they] are for
infanticide").
141. See Lane, supra note 19 (noting that Bush admires anti-abortion Justices Scalia
and Thomas, implying that he would use them as models for future Supreme Court
nominations). But cf id. (speculating on whether various Justices would only retire if they
knew they would be replaced by a like-minded appointee).
142. A ban on procedure that conforms to Justice O'Connor's requirements could
easily pass, but a ban that did not would require the addition of an anti-Stenberg Justice to
supplement the four dissenting Justices in Stenberg.
143. Although Justice Kennedy dissented in Stenberg, both Justices O'Connor and
Kennedy voted to uphold the basic right to abortion in Casey. Planned Parenthood v.
Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 871 (1992) (plurality opinion). Thus, it stands to reason that unless
two Justices who disapprove of Roe and Casey are added to the Court (to supplement the
Stenberg dissenters-Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Scalia and Thomas), the right to
abortion will be upheld against challenges in the near future.
144. See Hinton, supra note 109 (reporting that an Oklahoma lawmaker has filed a bill
prohibiting the prescription of mifepristone (RU-486) by physicians); Gina Kolata, Wary
Doctors Spurn New Abortion Pill, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 14, 2000, at F1 (detailing the
considerations and regulations already in effect private doctors outside abortion clinics
would face if they offered the abortion pill to patients); Robin Toner, U.S. Approves
Abortion Pill; Drug Offers More Privacy, and Could Reshape Debate, N.Y. TIMES, Sept.
29, 2000, at Al (reporting that abortion opponents "vowed to keep fighting legislatively
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method of abortion, bans on its use may be subject to the Stenberg
analysis.14 5 For example, if the pill becomes a common method of
abortion or displaces other procedures for the relevant gestational
period, bans on the drug may be found to impose an undue burden on
a woman's ability to have an abortion, as were "partial-birth"
abortion bans that encompassed the common D & E procedure.
Moreover, even if the abortion pill is not used commonly, if it is
considered by at least some doctors to be the safest method for
abortions under certain circumstances, as is the D & X abortion
procedure, the Stenberg health exception arguably would apply.
Because the pill is used early in pregnancy, banning the abortion pill
will require a very different public relations strategy than banning
late-term or "partial-birth" abortions. The anti-"partial-birth"
abortion movement claims the support of many who are otherwise
pro-choice. 146 The movement may lose this support when the
and politically").
Legislation banning the use of RU-486 may not even be necessary because Bush-
appointed Health and Human Services Secretary Thompson plans to review the "safety
concerns" of the drug. See Craig Gilbert, Abortion Pill's Safety Concerns Thompson; HHS
Nominee Tells Panel He'd Review the Drug But May Retain FDA Approval, MILWAUKEE
J. SENTINEL, Jan. 20, 2001, at 1A, 2001 WL 9334273; see also Amy Goldstein, Medicaid
Coverage of RU-486 Limited; Restrictions Affect Low Income Women, WASH. POST, Mar.
31, 2001, at A9 (reporting on the Bush administration's recent pronouncement that
Medicaid coverage of the abortion pill would be limited to circumstances such as rape and
incest, similar to coverage restrictions for surgical abortions under the Hyde Amendment);
Alissa J. Rubin, From Abortion Opponents, A Renewed Vow, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 29, 2000,
at A17 (quoting the head of anti-abortion Christian Defense Coalition as saying, "a lot of
the pro-life activity is archaic.... [wie have to focus on FDA commissioners").
The federal Child Custody Protection Act, H.R. 476, 107th Cong. (2001), has also
been identified by pro-choice supporters as the next frontier of the anti-abortion
movement. David J. Garrow, Abortion Before and After Roe v. Wade: An Historical
Perspective, 62 ALB. L. REV. 833, 850 (1999). The CCPA prohibits the transportation of
minors across state borders in order to obtain an abortion without parental consent or
notification. H.R. 476. Given that state parental notification and consent statutes have
been the subject of multiple constitutional challenges, the CCPA is likely to be challenged
and thus will probably bring the issue of the right to abortion before the Supreme Court
once again. See Christopher M. Law, A House of Fools: The Child Custody Protection
Act, 8 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL'Y. & L. 717,719 & n.15 (2000).
145. Cf. Hinton, supra note 109 (noting that it is unclear whether the abortion pill, now
approved by the FDA, can be legally restricted because it may be the safest form of
abortion available).
146. See, e.g., Camia, supra note 111 (quoting Representative Kay Granger as saying
that although she supports abortion rights, she sees the "partial-birth" abortion issue as a
separate debate and is troubled by the controversial procedure); Mary Leonard, New
Tactics Shift Sentiments on Abortion, BOSTON GLOBE, July 16, 2000, at El (reporting that
certain research indicates a negative shift in public opinion on abortion due in part to the
"partial-birth" abortion debate and the use of sonographic images to show the stages of
fetal development).
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targeted procedure is not used near the cusp of viability.
If we accept that legislation banning particular methods of
abortion is part of a larger strategy to overturn the right to abortion
itself, then analysis of how Stenberg will apply to future legislation
leaves an incomplete picture of the situation with respect to abortion
law, especially given its political nature. Because President Bush or
his successors may establish a more anti-abortion Supreme Court,
thus inviting new efforts to challenge the right to abortion, pro-choice
advocates have been refining legal theories other than the right to
privacy under the Fourteenth Amendment, in support of a woman's
right to have an abortion. 47 Among these theories are the right to
bodily integrity, arguments for sex equality and against involuntary
servitude, and separation of church and state. 4 Other pro-choice
supporters express confidence in the basic precedential underpinnings
of the right to choose an abortion as established by Roe and affirmed
by Casey.149 Although some members of the Stenberg minority would
surely overrule Casey if given the chance, 50 they would have to
overcome Casey's strong language on the judicial consistency
required to preserve and fulfill "the role and stature and institutional
147. See generally ALIDA BRILL, NOBODY'S BUsINESS: PARADOXES OF PRIVACY 9-
10 (1990) (arguing that Roe's introduction of the physician into the "private" abortion
decision created a "fundamental contradiction that made both women and privacy
vulnerable" in subsequent legal challenges); see also DAVID J. GARRoW, LIBERTY AND
SEXUALITY: THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND THE MAKING OF ROE v. WADE 613-14
(1994) (detailing the early post-Roe criticisms by authorities such as future Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, Guido Calabresi, and Sylvia Law that the Roe decision should have
based the right to abortion on the Equal Protection Clause rather than the Due Process
Clause).
148. Rachael N. Pine & Sylvia A. Law, Envisioning a Future for Reproductive Liberty:
Strategies for Making the Rights Real, 27 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 407, 415-18 (1992).
Arguments for basing the right to abortion on sex equality focus not only on "the ability of
women to participate equally in the economic and social life of the Nation," but also assert
that laws prohibiting abortion perpetuate gender inequality by making "gender-, race-,
and class-based value judgments" that force women to fulfill traditional sex roles. Reva B.
Siegel, Abortion as a Sex Equality Right. Its Basis in Feminist Theory, in MOTHERS IN
LAW: FEMINIST THEORY AND THE LEGAL REGULATION OF MOTHERHOOD 43, 68
(Martha Albertson Fineman & Isabel Karpin eds., 1995). Justice O'Connor also
acknowledged the role that women's control over their reproductive capabilities has
played in allowing them to participate more fully in economic and social spheres. See
Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 856 (1992) (plurality opinion); see also Eileen
L. McDonagh, My Body, My Consent: Securing the Constitutional Right to Abortion
Funding, 62 ALB. L. REV. 1057, 1080-90 (1999) (arguing that the right to abortion should
be based on the Equal Protection Clause by framing the right as consent to pregnancy
rather than choice to abort).
149. See Garrow, supra note 144, at 844.
150. See supra notes 81-88, 98 and accompanying text.
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responsibilities of the Supreme Court."''
Even if the anti-abortion contingent of the Supreme Court
expanded and the stare decisis principles presented no obstacle to the
revocation of the right to abortion or the D & X procedure when
necessary, the pro-choice movement may benefit from a re-
galvanization of the movement brought on by a substantial threat to
the right to abortion.1 52 Until that occurs, however, rather than taking
reactive stances, the pro-choice community should put its efforts into
changing the national dialogue to one that focuses on women and the
development of legislation beneficial to women.153 Supporters of the
right to abortion can also focus politically on exposing the "partial-
birth" abortion bans as deceptive attempts to eliminate the right to
abortion gradually.154  Rather than placing confidence in the
knowledge that women still have the "basic" right to abortion, pro-
choice supporters must recognize anti-abortion legislative efforts such
as the "partial-birth" abortion bans as part of an incrementalist
strategy to revoke the basic right established under Roe v. Wade to
counter them effectively. 55
151. Garrow, supra note 144, at 845 ("Anyone who is attracted to or tempted by the
"pipe dream" argument that Roe v. Wade is potentially reversible by some future Supreme
Court ought to be required to explain why, for example, Brown v. Board of Education also
could be reversed by some future Court."); see also Casey, 505 U.S. at 854-69 (plurality
opinion) (explaining that turning back from Roe would flaunt the doctrine of stare decisis
and undermine the Court's authority).
152. See Nadine Strossen & Ronald K.L. Collins, The Future of an Illusion:
Reconstituting Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 16 CONST. COMMENT. 587, 592 (1999)
(projecting that if Casey had taken away or more severely hindered the right to abortion,
pro-choice forces would have been galvanized and hence more active); see also Barbara
Brotman, The Big 'Ifs'; If Bush Wins... If Gore Wins; Activists on Both Sides Say the Next
President Could Change the Course of the Supreme Court on Abortion Issues, CHI. TRIB.,
Sept. 20,2000,2000 WL 3710517 (reporting that many women have become "complacent"
about the existence of abortion rights and further noting that because they do not consider
the rights truly threatened, they have focused on more pervasive issues such as education,
health care, and Social Security).
153. Benshoof, supra note 111, at 445-46. Strossen and Collins also advocate for more
pro-choice federal and state legislative activity to shore up gains made in the courts. See
Strossen & Collins, supra note 152, at 593 (describing pro-choice complacency as
Neroian-"fiddling while Rome burns" because Casey has lulled them into security); cf
GARROW, supra note 147, at 616 (citing Barbara Ehrenreich as describing Roe as
premature because it did not allow a gradual feminist grassroots effort to persuade the
public that abortion rights are just).
154. See Benshoof, supra note 111, at 445-46.
155. See id. (asserting that rather than caving in to the anti-abortion movement's
"increasingly successful campaign to overturn Roe" by means of deceptive legislation, the
pro-choice community must redouble its efforts to protect abortion rights); Andrews,
supra note 111, at 522 n.8 (citing several anti-abortion sources claiming that an
"'incrementalist strategy' "or" 'gradual approach' "to limiting abortion rights is likely to
be more palatable and effective); David J. Garrow, Commentary, When 'Compromise'
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Despite the hypothesizing involved in anticipating statutory
redrafting, court decisions, and changes in the composition of the
Supreme Court, Stenberg v. Carhart represents a major set-back to
the anti-abortion movement's latest strategy, the "partial-birth"
abortion ban. After Stenberg, no "partial-birth" abortion statute
without a health exception and specific wording limiting the scope of
the law to the D & X procedure could survive a fair application of this
new precedent. 156  The anti-abortion movement, however, win not
throw up its hands and walk away from the abortion debate.
157
Abortion opponents' persistence, the close vote in Stenberg, and the
specter of potential anti-abortion Supreme Court nominations do not
allow pro-choice supporters any leisure. For now, a woman's right to
terminate a pregnancy prior to fetal viability by the procedure
considered safest by her physician has been upheld and protected
from legislative efforts to take it away.
MEREDITH R. HENDERSON
Means Caving In, WASH. POST, June 1, 1997, at C3 ("Santorum and other enemies of
women's choice hope to create a slippery slope in which a 'partial-birth' ban leads to
prohibition of all second- and third-trimester abortions."); sources cited supra note 111
(asserting that "partial-birth" abortion bans are part of an attempt to chip away at the
right to abortion rather than overturn it all at once).
156. Stenberg v. Carhart, 120 S. Ct. 2597,2608-09 (2000).
157. See Curnutte, supra note 11 (quoting the reaction of a co-sponsor of the federal
"partial-birth" abortion ban to the Stenberg decision as "[w]e will not give up"); Rubin,
supra note 14 (describing intentions of abortion opponents to use Stenberg to sway pro-
choice centrist voters disturbed by "partial-birth" abortion towards voting for Bush and
reporting that state legislators were already considering how to redraft constitutionally
acceptable bans post-Stenberg).
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